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The Entrepreneurship Cell, Aryabhatta College initiated a new YouTube series titled “Business 

Unfiltered” on 19th June, 2021. The third episode was marked by the presence of Professor Manoj 

Sinha, Principal, Aryabhatta College and the speaker for the day, Mr Ashutosh Kashyap on 3rd July 

2021. Mr. Kashyap is a cryptocurrency expert and product manager having experience in a plethora of 

fields. He is the founder of BitFinance and has worked as the Incubator Manager at The Global Centre 

for Entrepreneurship and Commerce. 

 

 

The session commenced with Mr. Kashyap elaborating on how he came up with the idea for his startup 

and how he overcame obstacles in his journey. He gave insights about how he initially started earning 

by teaching and observing the issues in our education system which helped him conceive the idea for 

his first start up. Being the founder of ConnectMyEdu, he talked about the challenges he faced and the 

strategies he used to overcome those challenges. He also shed some light on steps to establish a 

successful startup. Mr. Kashyap explained how essential stakeholder mapping proves to be for an 

emerging start up. He further explained ways to raise funds for the same. Furthermore, he shared how 

his background in science helped him in his career and emphasized the importance of a mentor in one’s 

life. 

 

Being a crypto expert, Mr. Ashutosh Kashyap gave useful insights about this industry too. He touched on 

some important topics like investment and explained how and why execution is the most important part 

of a startup. His wonderful insights and reflections on his own career made a deep impact on the team 

and our viewers. The interview ended with some questions from the livestream which were answered by 

him harmoniously. The webinar was also well received by the audience on YouTube and amassed close 

to 250 views and can be watched anytime on the YouTube channel. 
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